A regression mathematical model of impact factors for social science journals was given based on information reused analysis method. This regression mathematical model could evaluate and predict change tendency of the impact factor of the social science journals.
Introduction
In the era of big data, it is important to find out the information hiding behind the data. Journal Citation Reports [1] published by the institute for scientific information is known as the most authoritative journal evaluation system. According to journal citation report published by ISI, we can get the data of impact factors for social science journals. Based on these data, a regression mathematical model of impact factors for social science journals was given based on information reused analysis method [2] .
Information Reused Analysis Method
Hypothesis t = {t 1 , t 2 , ···, t n } indicates time series, the original data sequence corresponding to the time series is
(t n )} is non-equal-space sequence. According to the grey system theory [3] One-accumulated generate sequence of the original data sequence
(t 2 ), ···, x (1) (t n )}, where in In response function x (1) (t), the constants a and b were called uncertain parameters. Discrete response function x (1) (t) of the differential Equation (2) was
In response function x (1) (t), for determining constants a and b, we could use differential operation of difference Equation (2) . That is (1) (1)
In differential operation (4), we could get (1) (
, we could get differential equation as follow
(
In above differential Equation (5), λ was called as background parameters and z (1) (t k ) was called as background value At present, there is still no optimum getter for background parameters λ, in order to be used simply and easily, we generally take background parameters for 1/2 in reference [3] .
Substituting one-accumulated generate sequence of original sequence 
T , and
Substituting obtained parameters a and b into differential operation (4), we could get traditional GM(1.1) model of sequence
Fitting and forecast precision sometimes of the traditional GM(1.1) model was poor. We put forward a information reused analysis method. Firstly, we could call traditional GM (1.1) model (6) of original sequence x 
Substituting parameters α and β into Equation (7), we could get the reducing value of original sequence x
The formula (8) was the regression mathematical model based on information reused analysis method.
Regression Mathematical Model of Impact Factors for Social Science Journals
Accoding to the average impact factor (IF) data [1] 
Conclusions
This paper gives a modeling way based on information reused analysis method. On the one hand, this way based on information reused analysis method greatly improved GM (1,1) model's fitting precision and prediction accuracy; on the other hand, it maintains the advantage of the traditional modeling method which is simple. The model based on information reused analysis method evaluates and predicts the average impact factor (IF) trend of the top 20 social science journals. Case analysis verified the validity and usefulness of the model based on information reused analysis method. The way based on information reused analysis method can provide reference for social science researchers.
